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Single-filter full-face mask
This X-plore 6570 single-filter full-face mask consists of a mask body made of skinfriendly silicone, the X-plore 6530 of EPDM. The large-area lens is made of polycarbonate
for high impact resistance, high bending elasticity and low weight, and of Triplex
laminated safety glass for use in extreme conditions. Double stainless steel tensioning
frame with triple sealing line. Comfortable five-point strap for easy and quick donning of
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the mask. Standard round thread connection Rd40.
The single filter full face mask with PC visor has the fire department
approval.
For the masks there are suitable accessories such as the mask glasses
or carrying box.
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A wide range of suitable filters can be used with the Rd40 round thread
connection.
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Available designs:
Item no

Designation

Version

116136

Dräger X-plore 6530 EPDM/GE-L-RA

with viewing window made of Triplex

114890

X-plore 6570 Silikon PC (NIOSH/EN)

with viewing window made of PC

115964

Dräger X-plore 6570 SI/GE-L-RA

with viewing window made of Triplex

111014

Panorama Nova EPDM

with viewing window made of PC

116056

FPS 7000 EPDM PC

with viewing window made of PC

Other designs on request.

Accessories to full-face masks:
Item no

Designation

Version

151121

Mask glass PN

without optical glasses

151122

Carrier box Mabox II

very robust and temperature resistant

151123

Carrier box Vikov

made of impact resistant plastic

151124

Protective foil, self-adhesive, 25 pcs.

Protects the windows from heavy soiling

151125

Klar-Pilot Gel (50 mL)

Has an antistatic effect and prevents fogging
of the viewing pane

151126

DAISYquick Cleaning cloth (10 pcs.)

For quick cleaning in between

Other designs on request.
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Available filters:
Item no

Designation

Version

114891

Particle filter 1140 P3 R

Incinerable and resealable

151127

Gas filter 1140 A2B2E2K2

Resealable

116057

Combi filter 1140 A2B2E2K2 Hg P3 R D

Resealable

116137

Filter 1140 A2P3 R D, Reactor/Nuclear P3

Resealable

Other designs on request.
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